NORMALISING

REUSE
FOR CAFE LOVERS

A UYO GUIDE

MAKE TIME TO STAY
This is the ultimate solution. Making time to
stay is a multi-win. For the café (a full house
is always a lovely thing), for you (rest yourself,
take time to smell the coffee), for the planet’s
resources (the less people who have coffee
to go, the less single use packaging cafes
need to purchase), for your community
(eating kai together is a fundamental and
visceral human practice, building trust and
familiarity) and for society (giving each other
the permission to slow down and be real).

LITTLE LOVE NOTES
Leave a note behind. Thank the cafe
for your kai and make any suggestions
about what you’d like them to consider
to make your next visit so special that
you’ll continue sharing your love for
them with others. For example, ‘it
would be lovely if you could replace
single use sauce sachets with a bulk
refill bottle of sauce’. Or, consider
asking them if they have thought about
a self-serve station where customers
can help themselves to napkins or
straws IF they need or want them.
Little things make a difference and
in general, hospo loves constructive
feedback. Plus, hospo work hard. They
deserve all the love notes and more.

re-usable cups

welcome here

One of the things responsible for our waste
issue, is society’s ‘busyness’. Making time to
stay helps to change this societal problem.
It may sound simple, but it’s more changemaking than you think.

If you are a social media user (see
below) you could send them a link to
the UYO ‘guide to minimising waste’
by private message. Send this kindly,
as a helping hand, rather than a
disgruntled customer.

USE YOUR OWN –

OBVIOUSLY

Cups, containers, cutlery, water flasks,
chopsticks, napkins, straws (if you need to
use them) – anything that you can carry with
you, whether you’re dining in or taking away,
that reduces single use waste is perfect. The
more you do it, the more confident hospo will
be about letting go of single use packaging.
Your preferences send a loud message, and
that message will be heard, by eateries and
customers who witness your actions.

If the eateries you visit are happy with all
this reusing, ask them to list with the UYO
guide. It is free for them to join, and stays
free forever. All they need to do is take 6
minutes and click the ‘Join Us’ from the uyo.
co.nz website.

Active on your local Facebook page? Let
your community know about your favourite
local takeout spot and that they allow you to
BYO container. Your neighbours may be all
If you are getting takeout from local eateries, for reusing, but be unaware that this was an
why not take a walk down there - yup, option. Share the love!
forget UberEats - with your own containers
(ice cream tubs or take out containers from
another time – doesn’t have to be fancy;
reusing and repurposing what we have is
always best). You could write your name,
number and even your order on the lids.
Then go for a stroll. Have some ‘me’ time,
while you wait. 100% they will remember you
next time. Not only have you saved them
money by not using a take out container
for your order, you will have also planted a
seed.
Want to go the next step? Print a poster for
them from the UYO guide and ask if they will
display it, encouraging customers to be like
you, and use their own containers.

INFLUENCING

GROUP OUTINGS &

WORK COFFEE SHOUTS
Changing the culture of reusing
in your workplace is legendary.
Your colleagues’ coffee will taste
way better in a reusable cup, and
when they start reusing at work,
who knows what earth-respecting
actions they will start to practice
at home.
How to do it? Slowly, and at
the right moment. Put on your
leadership jacket, understand the
change won’t happen overnight,
and be prepared.
Here’s some scenarios that may
help.

OFF TO GET A COFFEE
AND INVITE A FRIEND:
Ask them “I’m bringing my cup, would
it be helpful for you if I bring a reusable
cup for you too?” Asking if it is ‘helpful’
means you’re doing them a favour,
instead of forcing something on them.
And you know what, you are totally
doing them a favour. You’re helping
them protect papatūānuku, the space
that they love and enjoy.

THE BOSS ASKS YOU TO PICK
UP COFFEES FOR YOUR WHOLE
TEAM:
Bring the mugs from the tea room, or collect
everyone’s reusables before you leave the
office. It helps to have a tray on hand too, so
prepare this in advance (second hand shops
always have them!). If your team members are
attached to a particular cup, write their order
on a scrap piece of paper and pop it under
their cup on the tray. This will be super helpful
for the barista too!

REGULAR COFFEE RUNS:
If your team is lucky enough to have regular
collective coffee runs, create solid systems that
save you time and energy, but continue to avoid
silly single-use cups. Writing each person’s
order on their office mug in a permanent
marker (on the bottom or side of the mug) is
one option. Saving the piece of paper with their
regular order to place under their mug on the
tray is another way of communicating which
brew goes in which mug. Make sure everyone
knows what’s going on, and instruct your lovely
colleagues to leave their clean cups in a specific
place if that helps you reduce time too.
Additionally, suggest a weekly ‘sit in’ session
where you all visit the cafe together. You’ll
reap the benefits of making-time-to-stay as
mentioned above.

SOCIAL
MEDIA -

INTERACT,

KINDLY.
Using our voices to normalise reuse
and remove the strange glamour that
packaging companies have managed
to attach to their trash is vital to create
change - but it is equally vital that we
do it with kindness and integrity. If you
receive an aggressive or negative reply,
it is most always best not to engage any
further: you have said what needs to
be said for our planet. Here are some
examples that I use:

TO CAFES AND EATERIES
WHEN THEY POST PHOTOS
OF SINGLE USE LITTER:
“Are you happy for customers to use
their own cups/containers for take outs?
If so, perhaps you could post
photos of your gorgeous coffee/food in
real cups/bowls to encourage us to look
after our one planet home? Thank you
so, so much.”

❤☕🍲

The easiest and most powerful way
to use social media to create change
is by modelling behaviour. DON’T
post images that contain single use
waste, and DO share images that
include reusables.

TO OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA
USERS WHEN THEY POST
PHOTOS OF SINGLE USE
LITTER:
“It would be really lovely if you could post
photos of real cups/containers rather than
disposables that show how much you like
and want to support this business
Thank you so, so much.”

❤☕🍲

TO CAFES AND SOCIAL
MEDIA USERS WHO POST
PICTURES OF REUSABLES:
CELEBRATE THE SHIT OUT OF IT. Comment,
share, give them love. Hero their brilliant
decision making, so they feel encouraged
to do it over and over again. Some # you
may like to use when making comments or
in your own posts (of making time to stay or
reusables) are:
#useyourown
#useyourowncup
#uyocontainer
#inaotearoawechoosetoreuse
#employedbypapatūānuku
#takeawaythrowaways
#noexcuseforsingleuse
#refusesingleuse
#choosetoreuse
#makeadifference
#responsibleinfluencing
Reshare reuse images from other accounts
too, lifting each otherand praising responsible
influencing. Comment enthusiastically when
cafes and customers get it right. Keep it real.
If we make a point of using mugs or jars for
our take outs, we can dispel the myth that
living with less waste is some kind of elitist
practice. If we have access to a mug from
the office kitchen, or a pasta sauce jar from
home, we can be zero waste coffee drinkers.
Share that kind of image. Remind each other
that reuse is accessible to everyone.

FOOD WASTE

Carry a container/tub with you when you
eat out so you can take any leftovers home
with you for dinner or lunch or even pizza
for breakfast the next day (mmm, pizza).
Reusable cups are great containers for chips
and salad too!

Order smaller. We tend to get really excited
and to go big. Try to be realistic about your
appetite to avoid food waste.
If you don’t like it, ask the staff to leave it
out rather than remove the tomatoes from
the sandwich etc. once your food arrives.
Reducing plate waste is a huge step we
can all take to reduce food waste and the
greenhouse gases that food in landfill
causes.
Food left on your plate that you just cannot fit
in your belly? Even if you know you won’t eat
it the next day, take it home to your compost
bin (unless you know the place you’re eating
at definitely composts their food scraps
themselves). Organic matter does not break
down in landfill, and compost is a precious
resource for growing more food.

USED COFFEE GROUNDS

Turning trash to treasure. You can use the
UYO guide to find cafes who are more
than happy for you to take home their
used coffee grounds. These are great for
conditioning soil (dig it in) and compost,
also a sweet smelling and natural slug/
snail deterrent when sprinkled around the
base of plants. Coffee grounds mixed with
coconut oil are a cheap and really effective
face and body scrub too.

BE EXCEPTIONALLY

USEFUL?
A MUG/JAR/BOWL LIBRARY

Well, someone has to do it to get it done, and
the reality is that hospo people are almost
always time poor and often some level of
exhausted. If you have a good relationship
with your local cafe, ask them if you can
hook them up with a mug library.
Clear out your cupboards at home. Most
of us have way more mugs than mouths to
drink from them. Ask your whanau and work
colleagues to donate some to your mission,
too. Print a sign from the UYO ‘guides and
signs’ section, pop the mugs into a basket
(from an op shop?) or a crate or ask the cafe
if they have a shelf that you could use to set
up their mug library on, or would they hang
hooks behind the counter or on the wall in
the café?

library. Done. Let UYO know about it on our
instagram account and we will support the
cafe and you. This works with bowls also!
The cafe will want to put the jars through
their dishwasher, but make sure they are
clean as a whistle when you drop them off.
This works with jam jars also. The 380g
peanut butter jar size is perfect – it holds
a 12oz coffee and fits under the coffee
machine nicely. Remove the labels. Done.

If you are crafty and crochet, you could
make some Mug Hugger jar holders and
ask the cafe to sell them on your behalf. Here
is a link to a step-by-step guide on how to
make some excellent ones. These folks have
used cotton not wool, for practical (knits up
Take the mugs to the cafe, with the sign solid and washes well without stretching or
and the container and there you are – Mug shrinking) and ethical reasons.

FREE PROMO FOR

YOUR WORKPLACE
Social media influencers charge businesses
for shouting about them. UYO will do this
for your business for free. And we will work it
hard, asking others in our online community
to share and share and share, to celebrate
you. All you have to do is:
Have the conversation with management/
staff about making a pledge to be single use
cup free workspace. This means NO single
use coffee cups come through that door.
Never again.
If you frequently do coffee runs for clients,
this pledge extends to them. You may need
to rethink, shall we take clients out to the cafe
to drink in? Or bring some mugs into the staff
kitchen? Or if brading is important to you,
invest in some 'keep cups' (see our 'explore
reusables' guide to find out the RRP, as a
starting point because you'll always get a
deal for a large order, and which are able to
be branded).

And now the fun part. Download one of our
posters, or make your own, declaring your
pledge to the world. You could use wording
like 'this business is committed to caring for
our community and environment, so we
are proudly a throwaway coffee cup free
office', or 'out of respect for papatūānuku,
we choose to reuse here. This is a single
use coffee cup free building'.
Take a photograph. Let your personalities
shine. Send the image to us either via email
to kitty@uyo.co.nz or via instagram @uyo.
nz or post it on your instagram account
and tag @uyo.nz - then leave it to me!
We'll do stories about you and ensure your
community know who you are and that
you are living your ethics. And through your
actions, we will, together, influence others
to keep you world clean and tidy, to create
behaviour change away from throwaway
culture. And that, that is hero work.
Caring is today's most valuable currency....

MAKE CONNECTIONS.
If you have time and energy, think
about who you can connect with who
to get waste minimised, especially
food waste. People who can connect
others to form collaborations are key
to creating sustainable, long term,
solutions.

How about connect an OpShop with a
cafe, with the idea that the Cafe can
sell OpShop mugs on their behalf to
provide customers with alternatives to
single use take away cups? Sometimes,
all it takes is a word to the right people
to make real change happen.

For example, can you connect a
neighbour with animals, pigs or
chooks, with cafe scraps?

IN THE REAL WORLD

Can you connect local community
gardens with cafe food scraps to build
their nutrient levels in their compost?
Can you connect your local primary
school with a cafe to work on a
Koha Jar Project (similar in practical
principles to the Jar Library) to benefit
both parties?

When you pass someone on the street
with a reusable cup or jar or container,
thank them, compliment them. Nice
cup. Thanks for using your own cup.
Humans, we love to be loved.
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